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The German alphabet has 30 letters, but
almost 50 sounds. Here are the most
important sounds recorded - always in
distinction to a second sound. The films last
two to four minutes and contains small
exercises, all without reading and writing,
just listening and repeating.



Concept ABC Schule Joke Oud

The ABC School is a form of preliminary course for the usual German courses: It deals with the phonetics-
letter relationships (LBB) of the German language: There are almost 50 sounds, but only 30 letters in the
German language. In many other languages, the phonetics-letter relationships with the Latin characters
may differ greatly.

Target group

The ABC school is primarily aimed at illiterate people – people who cannot read and write in their mother
tongue – and those who are
literate but have not yet had contact with the Latin alphabet. However, anyone interested even from more
advanced language levels classes can also learn something in this course: listening closely and learning
about the relationship between sounds and letters and how to distinguish between them in German.

Current recordings

The films available so far only include listening and speaking exercises. In addition, the spelling of the
sounds is shown, followed by an exercise to categorize the sounds heard.  In the real courses of the ABC
school, the letters must also be written down – mainly in gap exercises. For capacity reasons, these tasks
had initially been omitted from the previous video recordings. The exercise sheets could still be added of
the free download section – if the ABC School is also well received online.We
are looking forward to your feedback! (www.abc-scchule.de/abc-schule@dsf-leipzig.de)



1 Vowels
A vowel is a sound in which the air can escape from the mouth
without obstruction, i.e. it is spoken with the mouth open.

A [a:] - E [e]
A [a:] - I [i:]
A [a:] - O [o:]
A [a:] - U [u:]
E [e:] - I [i:]
E [e:] - O [o:]
E [e:] - U [u:]
I [i:] - O [o:]
I [i:] - U [u:]
O [o:] - U [u:]

Long vowels a e i o u [a: e: i: o:u:]
Short vowels a e i o u [a ɛ ɪ ɔ ʊ]
Long - short vowels



2 Umlauts

A, O, U with two dots above and changed
pronunciation are called umlauts.

a - ä long [a:] [ɛ:]
o - ö long [o:] [ø:]
u - ü long [u:] [y:]
ä ö ü long [ɛ:] [ø:] [y:]
ä ö ü short [ɛ] [ɶ][ʏ]
ä ö ü long and short [ɛ:] [ɛ] [ø:][ɶ] [y:][ʏ]



3 Diphthongs

Double sounds consist of two successive
vowels which are different; if the sounds
were read separately, they would have two
different sounds.

ei - au [ai] [aʊ]

au - eu [aʊ ] [ɔɪ]
eu - ei [ɔɪ] [ai]



4 Consonants
Consonants are sounds stopping or limiting the flow of
air in the vocal tract when articulated. Consonants can
only have a sound in combination with a vowel.
The letters a, e, i, o, u are vowels (i.e. cause a sound
without having to be combined with another letter).
Except for vowels and umlauts, all other letters of the
alphabet and "ß" are consonants/vowels.

B [b] - P [p]
D [d] - T [t]
G [g] - K [k]
W [v] - F [f]
M [m] - N [n]
L [l] - R [ʀ]]
H [h] - J [j]



5 More complicated phonetics-letter-relationships

Some letters or combinations of letters are pronounced
differently - depending on how they relate to other letters,
where their position in the word is or how/when the word or
pronunciation was created or taken over from other
languages.

V [v] - W [v]
V [f] - F [f]
S [z] - Z [ts]
S [z] - ß [s]
Z [ts] - ß [s]
C [k] [ts] Q [kv] X [ks] Y [j] [y:][ʏ]
ch Ich- und Ach-Laut [ç] [x]
ch - sch [ç] [ʃ]
Sp - St [ʃp] [ʃt]
m - n - ng [m] [n] [ŋ]
ng - nk [ŋ] [ŋk]
voiced g - j [ʒ] [ʤ]




